UNIPRO ECOMMERCE ONLINE STORE

Our e-commerce solution creates the digital retail experiences for our customers to
start growing and scaling the online revenue with their convenient to use functions
designed to help you run your business smoothly and cost effective.

ECOMMERCE STOREFRONT

Give customers an access to explore the digital experience of products and services at
anytime and anywhere. Customer may know about our new product launch with cost
effective manner.

ORDERS & PAYMENT

Receive orders and process them quickly with convenient and secure payment
gateways which saves time and operational expenses for your company.

DIGITAL MARKETING

In this growing economy digital marketing plays a vital role in build and engage a
community of loyal customers with newsletters, blogs, product reviews with digital
media which boost our business opportunity to increase our revenue with minimum
cost involved in it.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Keep on top of your online inventory by tracking stock levels, reflecting out-of-stock
items and be notified when stocks are low. We can do a bulk upload of the inventory
by using excel format which makes the job easier for the backend person.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP
Allow your customers to register as members and stay engaged with them
by tracking their activities and more and their buying behaviors.

CUSTOMER LOYALTY
Reward your customers with loyalty points that can be redeemed for
special discounts, perks and exclusive deals. They can redeem their
points when they intend to use the redemption points for their purchase.

PROMO & DISCOUNTS
The Selected item will be given a promotion & Discount pricing of the
selected products listed in the website site.

MOBILE RESPONSIVE
From phones to tablets, make sure your customers get a pleasant user
experience no matter the device. Our website will be responsive for any
size which will fit your screen.

SOCIAL INTEGRATION
Make it easy for your customers to share good experiences and build your
social media like Facebook, twitter and many more.

MARKETPLACE
Go beyond local and be equipped with the tools you need to start selling
to a global audience which will increase a brand image for your company.

IT IS TIME TO MOVE YOUR SALES PLATFORM ONLINE NOW!
REQUEST FOR A FREE DEMO!
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